New Dimension of Coordination Polymers and Metal-Organic Frameworks toward Functional Glasses and Liquids.
The chemistry of coordination polymers (CPs) has progressed significantly in the last century. There are two categories of CPs; one is inorganic CPs (i-CPs) and the other is organic ligand-bridged CPs (o-CPs). o-CPs rapidly expanded to form a library of crystal structures. The discovery of permanent porosity in o-CPs is among the most notable breakthroughs, whose appearance was so groundbreaking that they specially named metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) or porous coordination polymers (PCPs). They have played a decisive role in their recognition as porous materials. For the sake of consistency, we will refer to these materials as MOFs. Based on the success of crystal engineering of CPs to the present, we here propose the potentials of non-crystalline states and functionalities as a new research direction for CPs. As demonstrated for organic polymers, ceramics, and metals, liquid or glassy states in materials are essential to facilitate specific properties and functions. Several recent works have suggested the feasibility of liquid/glassy states in o-CPs by design principles. The combination of metal ions and organic bridging ligands, together with the phase transformation of liquid/glass o-CPs, would be related to ionic liquids and other ionic soft matters. Synchrotron facilities and computational approaches contribute to elucidating the structures and dynamics of the liquid/glassy states of o-CPs. Porosity, conductivity, and transparency would be tunable, and further attractive material properties include high moldability and wide composition ratios. The unique energy landscape of liquid/glass o-CPs offers opportunities for properties and functions that are complementary to those of the crystalline state.